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Abstract 

Aims: assess if mediums could give accurate information about the deceased in a triple-blind 

protocol and to investigate the source of information using a quantitative and qualitative analysis. 

Methods: nine mediums produced thirty-eight readings related to thirty-eight deceased 

individuals chosen by thirty-six sitters using a triple-blind protocol with no direct interaction with 

the sitters themselves.  

In this protocol, the medium was provided with only the deceased’s name by the 

interviewer, the latter having no further knowledge about the deceased. In every session, the 

medium was asked to provide information about two deceased persons of the same gender. This 

information, excluding generic details, was entered into two anonymous lists. 

The information of these two readings was sent to the research assistant charged with 

maintaining contact with the sitters. Each sitter was asked to assign a value to every piece of 

information listed using a four- point Likert scale from ‘totally wrong’ to ‘totally correct’, and to 

provide a global score for each reading.  

Results:  65.8% of the intended readings were correctly identified with respect to the chance 

of 50%. Furthermore, intended readings had on average 29.5% more correct information than the 

control ones.  

Qualitative data indicate that mediums attain information both passively and actively, that is 

as if they retrieved information without or directly interacting with the deceased.  

Conclusions: this study provides further evidence that some mediums are able to obtain 

accurate information about deceased people knowing only the deceased’s name and with no 

interaction with sitters; it also supports the hypothesis that, in some cases, the sources of the 

information are the deceased themselves.  

 

Keywords: mediumship; triple-blind protocol; quantitative results; qualitative results; survival 
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Introduction 
Religions and many cultures of all ages and in every place have regulated the relationship 

with the dead through rituals that could be officiated and managed only by ministers and using very 

strict rules (Vail et al. 2019; Hodge, 2011). Despite this, the postmodern age has challenged not 

only the theoretical apparatuses based on religions, but also the moral habits and social rituals based 

on the religious explanation of the world (Caputo, 2007; Solomon et al. 2017; Testoni et al. 2015; 

Testoni et al. 2016). 

Indeed, as widely discussed by Klass et al. (1996), mourners maintain continuing bonds for 

a long time with their deceased. This finding has gained widespread interest in the field of 

bereavement studies because continuing bonds have been shown to help mourners reconstruct the 

fundamental meanings of life and thus overcome the suffering of grief (Neimeyer et al, 2006; 

Neimeyer et al. 2014). However, continuing bonds are very often manifested as a realistic search for 

the deceased and not only as a readjustment of the relationship with the deceased. As a 

consequence, mourners often turn to mediums, believing that mediums can let them have a contact 

with the dead. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the reliability of the mediums before 

considering whether the relationship with them can bring benefit or harm to mourners.    

Interest in mediumship originated in antiquity and began to be scientifically investigated in 

the late 19th century. The modern scientific study of this topic, using enhanced methodological 

control of the source of information, is relatively recent (Beischel, 2018). Amongst the main aspects 

of this phenomenon, the most important are accuracy of the information given by mediums and its 

origin. 

  Consultation with a medium typically involves the presence of an inquirer –henceforth 

defined as a ‘sitter’- who wants information about a deceased person through interaction with the 

medium. Obviously in these circumstances, the source of information could be from the inquirers 

themselves, who could either consciously or unconsciously give it to the medium through what is 

called ‘cold reading’ (Roe and Roxburgh, 2013) – that is to say, the transmission of verbal and non-

verbal information which can confirm or deny the details given by the medium. 

In order to eliminate this potential source of information, modern research protocols have 

been established to ensure that there is neither visual nor auditory communication between the sitter 

and medium and with other human or artificial sources of information related to the deceased 

person. 

 Regarding the assessment of the accuracy of statements by the medium, in order to prevent   

the sitters distorting them due to confirmatory bias – that is, the tendency to accept particular 

information as correct even if it is wrong simply because the sitter has a strong need for proof that 

his/her loved one is still alive, albeit in non-physical form, the modern research protocols require 

giving the sitter at least two anonymous readings to evaluate.  

Sarraf, Woodley of Menie, & Tressoldi (2020) meta-analyzed all experiments performed 

between 2001 and 2019 which used one or more levels of blindness, that is, protection from the 

possibility of the sitter giving information about the deceased and mistakenly evaluating the 

received information. Overall, the observed average accuracy from the 18 experiments included in 

the meta-analysis, was between 6% and 14% more than what is attributable to chance and was 

higher in mediums who had obtained a preliminary certification of their abilities.  

In summary, despite eliminating the possibility of communication between sitter and 

medium and distortions the evaluation of received information (confirmatory bias), some mediums 

were able to produce correct information about the deceased people requested by sitters. 

 This study aimed to assess if mediums could give accurate information about the deceased 

in a triple-blind protocol and to investigate the source of information using a quantitative and 

qualitative analysis. The importance of qualitative analyses is described very well in a work by 

Beischel, Mosher and Bocuzzi (2017). Through this type of analysis, it is possible to obtain a 

description of the experience of mediumship by mediums themselves. It gives, for example, a 

description of the various stages of connection with the deceased, the sensory modality of received 
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information, and the differences between readings regarding the deceased and those regarding 

living people. 

 

Methods 
Ethics Board Review of the Study Protocol 

This study has been approved by the Ethical Committee of Psychological Research of 

Padova University (Protocol no. 3670). Both mediums and sitters were requested to read and orally 

confirm the protocol to provide informed consent. 

 

Participants 

Of the nine mediums who participated in the study, some were contacted directly by the 

authors, while the others volunteered because it gave them the chance to obtain certification for the 

attainment of particular accuracy criteria.  

All of them were female, with an average age of 42 years, ranging from 28 to 68. Most of 

them were professional mediums. It is important to consider that this sample cannot be considered 

representative of the Italian mediums, given the lack of information about this population. 

The 36 sitters were contacted by the authors from people who had a serious interest in 

having a reading related to a deceased relative or friend, independent of cause of death or length of 

time since the death.  

 

Procedure 

The experimental procedure was adapted from that presented by Beischel (2007). The sitters 

who were interested in having a free consultation for a deceased loved one were asked to provide 

his/her first name, the age of death and the time since the passing. This information was kept by one 

of the co-authors, who will be called ‘research assistant B’ (raB).  

The mediums were contacted for the consultation by another co-author, who will be called 

‘research assistant A’ (raA). On the day of the consultation, raA contacted the medium via either 

Skype or WhatsApp and gave her only the deceased’s name (without the surname) as given by raB. 

Italian first names did not convey any information about age and ethnicity. 

The medium was required to provide oral information relative to the deceased, which was to 

include a physical description of the person during life and any other information pertinent to the 

deceased’s identification by the sitter, as well as anything the deceased wished to communicate to 

the sitter. At the conclusion of the reading, raA electronically recorded each information into a 

column, excluding general sentiments, for example “I love you” or “Don’t worry about me”, “I’m 

well”, etc, and sent them to raB.  

In a session, each medium was always asked to contribute two readings of pairs of deceased 

individuals of the same gender, male or female being the only common characteristic. In the 

traditional procedure described by Beischel (2007) and applied by other researchers (e.g. Beischel, 

Boccuzzi, Biuso, & Rock, 2015), in order to simplify the comparison between readings, the two 

deceased persons must have different causes of death, personality traits and hobbies.  

If requested by the medium, it was also possible to complete the reading over the phone, in 

which case the sitter was only allowed to listen to the medium, but not to interact in any way with 

her.  

Once raB received the two reading outcomes from raA, the information was written on two 

different lists for evaluation of each of them and for global evaluation (see the example in the 

Appendix). Afterwards, both readings were sent anonymously to the requesting sitters by raB, 

providing assistance to them if needed for the evaluation procedure.  

When the two sitters sent the evaluated readings to raB, he sent them to another co-author, 

who will be called ‘research assistant C’ (raC), also blind to the identity of the deceased persons, for 

checking the sitters’ responses and, if necessary, requesting clarification from the sitters regarding 

the choice of values assigned in the evaluation.  
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After checking them, raC sent the two readings to raB, whose task was to quantitatively and 

qualitatively evaluate the information judged as correct or incorrect.  

In summary, the research protocol involved three levels of blindness for the deceased’s 

identity: the mediums, the raA and the sitters.  

 

Evaluation of readings information 

Each element of information from the two reading lists evaluated by the sitters was given the 

following scores: “perfectly correct” : 1;  somewhat correct”: 0.5; somewhat wrong”: -0.5: “clearly 

wrong” :-1.  

Subsequently, excluding information marked as “I don’t have information for evaluation”, 

the percentages of this information were calculated (see database available at 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13311710.v1 ). These differences could range from -100% if all 

wrong, to 100% if all correct. 

As well as evaluating each piece of information from the pair of readings, the sitter was also 

asked to give an overall evaluation for each of them, using a scale from 0 (the information is totally 

wrong) to 6 (excellent: effectively free of errors and contains compelling evidence of authentic 

communication), identical to the scale used in Beischel, (2007). When both outcomes were given 

identical scores, the sitter was neverthless asked to choose one as the better.  

From a qualitative point of view, each piece of information provided by the medium was 

classified as either “direct interaction with the deceased” or “without apparent interaction”. The first 

category included all information in which the medium reported direct interaction with the 

deceased, for example, “He is showing me...”, or “She tells me...”. The second category included all 

other information, e.g., "I see that...", "I feel that...", etc. 

 

 

Results  
  

Characteristics of the deceased chosen by the sitters 

The age at death of the deceased people was between 14 and 97 years, with an average of 58 

years and standard deviation = 21.6.   

The elapsed time since the deaths was from 0.5 to 45 years, with an average of 10.38 years 

and standard deviation = 10.37.   

 

Number of readings contributed by the mediums 

Among the nine mediums, three of them contributed with only two readings, three did with four 

readings, two had six readings and the last one contributed eight readings. These differences were 

due to the availability of the mediums. 

 

Quantitative Analyses  

Only one medium chose the option of ‘silent sitter’ for a pair of readings. All other mediums 

opted for ‘absent sitter’. In any case, even with a “silent sitter”, the triple-blind conditions were 

maintained because both the medium and the raA were kept blind about the identity of the sitters 

and the sitters were kept blind about which reading was the intended one for their deceased. 

Of 38 readings, collected from April to November 2020, the sitters correctly identified their 

own deceased person 65.8% of the time (25/38). From a statistical point of view, this result 

corresponds to a value of p = 0.036 (one-tailed) to the binomial test.  

The average score and standard deviation of overall scores assigned to the readings are:   

-Intended: Mean = 3.36; SD = 1.47;  

-Control: Mean = 1.77; SD = 1.3. 

The unpaired mean difference between the overall scores assigned to the correct and 

incorrect readings is 1.59; 95%CI = 0.609, 2.41 (confidence intervals are bias-corrected and 

accelerated, estimated with 5000 bootstrap samples). See also Figure 1. 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.13311710.v1
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The probability value of the two-sided permutation t-test (Ho et al. 2019) is p= 0.001. 

 

 

Figure 1: Gardner-Altman estimation plot of the overall scores assigned to the intended and control 

readings. 

 

Comment 

 

Bearing in mind that the overall evaluation scale of the outcomes is 0 to 6, the intended 

readings correctly identified had an average score of 3.36, which on average is 1.59 points higher 

than the control ones.  

 

The difference between the percentages of correct and incorrect information related to  

intended readings was: Mean = 0.078; SD = 0.37. For the control reading: Mean = -0.216; SD = 

0.41.  

The unpaired mean difference between intended and control readings is 0.295 [95%CI = 

0.0218, 0.536]. See also Figure 2. The probability value of the two-sided permutation t-test (Ho et 

al. 2019) is p = 0.0268. 
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Figure 2: Gardner-Altman estimation plot of the percentage of correct information of the intended 

and control readings. 

 

 

Comment  

 

 With respect to the control readings, those intended which were correctly identified showed 

on average 29.5% more correct information compared to the control ones.  

As expected, the correlation between the overall scores and the percentages of correct 

information is positive, with r=.82; 95% CIs: .72 - .93 estimated with a bootstrap procedure with 

1000 samples. 

 

Qualitative Analyses 

  The amount of information indicating a direct interaction with the deceased was always less 

than the information in the “without apparent interaction” category (i.e., without any clear 

interaction with the deceased) for all mediums. Nonetheless this relationship was shown to be quite 

variable, ranging from a minimum of 1% to a maximum of 43% (see Table1). 

 

Table 1: Ratio between information classified as “direct interaction with the deceased” with that 

classified as “without apparent interaction” in decreasing order. 

 

Medium Ratio 

So .43 

Mar .28 
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Su .26 

Sl .26 

L .17 

Ma .16 

I .14 

V .14 

E .10 

 

Comment 

Some mediums showed a consistently high ratio between these two categories of 

information, suggesting that it could be due to their individual differences in how the information is 

acquired. The correlation between these values and the average overall and accuracy scores, yielded 

very low and statistically non significant Spearman rho values: .22 and -.017 respectively. 

 

Discussion 

 

This study confirms that some mediums are able to correctly gather information about 

deceased people from a name only, without directly interacting with the sitter or anyone else 

familiar with the deceased person.  

It is worth remembering that the protocol used here included conditions which made 

evaluations by sitters more difficult than in previous studies: the two readings to be assessed had 

only the gender of the deceased person in common, while all other characteristics were not required 

to be different.  

Furthermore, the implemented accuracy criterion took into consideration the percentage of 

correct information as well as the incorrect one. 

 So, if we rule out the possibility that this information can be obtained by using conventional 

mean, where is it collected from? 

In the literature there are two opposing hypotheses about this, one defined as Living Agent 

PSI (LAP or SuperESP) and one referred to as Survival hypothesis (Sudduth, 2009; Braude, 2014). 

According to the LAP hypothesis, mediums can obtain information by mentally connecting 

(telepathically) with sitters or with those who knew well the deceased person.  

On the other hand, the Survival hypothesis states that all that was experienced in physical 

life can be stored somewhere, such as the Akasha (Laszlo, 2014), a sort of passive memory of 

individual experiences, together with all other experiences of all beings who have lived on Earth or 

obtained directly from what survive of a person after his/her physical death. 

Our data indicate that for the LAP theory to be correct, the telepathic abilities required 

would need to be so advanced that no study has ever confirmed them. All studies on telepathic 

abilities have shown that it is possible only to send and receive images, short video clips or other 

types of visual or auditory information using this method, but always via mental interaction with a 

specific individual partner (e.g. Storm and Tressoldi, 2020).  

The protocol used here prevented the medium from knowing anything about the sitters’ 

information about their deceased persons. Furthermore, the probability of identifying telepathically 

the specifically requested deceased person from only a name, even if theoretically possible, but 

without any evidence with a task similar to that one used in this study, to our knowledge at least, 

made this hypothesis almost impossible. 

 The qualitative data collected from this study suggest instead that some mediums can obtain 

some of their information through a real and proper interaction with the deceased. This would 

indicate that an accurate reading requires the input from three protagonists: the sitter, the medium, 

and the deceased.   

The sitters’ task is to ask for information about a deceased person to whom they were close 

and with whom they most likely had a strong emotional bond. The medium’s task is to contact the 

deceased individual who was requested by the sitter, avoiding any information from other deceased 
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entities. Finally, what survives of a deceased person, e.g., his/her consciousness, must presumably 

maintain a desire to allow contact with the medium to provide information to the sitter. 

 As a further support to the hypothesis of a real interaction with the deceased, we highlight 

two particular episodes. A sitter evaluated the reading related to the control deceased person, Maria 

Angela, giving it an overall value of 5, which corresponds to “good: contains very few incorrect 

points”, but attributing it to her deceased, Consuela. We wondered how such an error was possible 

after having carefully checked and ruled out the possibility of mixed-up results: can we speculate 

that, even though the medium was asked to contact Maria Angela, the deceased who actually 

appeared was Consuela?. In any case we scored this evaluation as an error. 

The second episode was due to an error by the raB, who sent the wrong name of a deceased 

person – ‘Romualdo’ instead of ‘Rolando’ – to the raA, who obviously forwarded it to the medium. 

Despite this error, the reading was identified as correct by the sitter, giving it an overall score of 5 

and a very high difference between correct and incorrect information. 

 Obviously more proof is required regarding the possibility that some mediums can interact 

with the deceased persons, but we believe that qualitative analyses of collected information can be a 

useful means for this objective.  

As methodological suggestions for future studies on this topic we suggest the followings: 

-weight the information according to their chance probability. For example: “He was tall” has a 

higher chance probability than “He died when he was 49 years-old”; 

-if it is assumed that information derives from exceptional telepathic skills, they must be tested 

directly and not only assumed as postulated for example by the LAP hypothesis; 

- to keep the task difficulty similar for the mediums, it would be better to use a fixed sample of 

deceased persons because it is not taken for granted that their information is equally findable. A 

fixed sample of questions for the deceased persons should also be used. 
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Appendix 

Excerpt of the reading format 

  

Instructions  

For each of the following information indicate with an ‘x’ what you consider to be referring to 

[name of deceased], for whom you requested a reading.  

For those which are sufficiently or perfectly correct please also indicate if the information is new 

(previously unknown), but which has been verified from reading these lists. 

  

Reading 1 

Not enough 

information for 

an assessment 

Clearly wrong 

Somewhat 

wrong (please 

explain) 

Somewhat 

correct (please 

explain) 

Perfectly 

correct 

Info 1     

Info 2 ….     

  

Reading 2 

Not enough 

information for 

an assessment 

Clearly wrong 

Somewhat 

wrong (please 

explain) 

Somewhat 

correct (please 

explain) 

Perfectly 

correct 

Info 1     

Info 2 ….     

  
Now for both readings assign an overall value by choosing a score between 0 and 6 according to the 

following scale:  

6 = The reading is excellent, it contains compelling evidence of authentic communication and 

effectively has no wrong information.  

5 = The reading is good and contains very few incorrect points.  

4 = The reading is good, but contains some incorrect information.  

3 = The reading contains a mix of correct and wrong information, however it has enough correct 

information to indicate that there was indeed communication with the deceased.  

2 = Some information was correct, but not enough to be certain of real communication with the 

deceased.  

1 = The entire reading contains very little correct information.  

0 = The reading contains absolutely incorrect information.  

 

 Overall score 

Reading 1  

Reading 2  

 

 


